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Seven Key Strategies

LEARN HOW 11 COMPANIES ARE

DOMINATING THEIR INDUSTRY



A good way to illustrate this strategy, take the case of Frontline, an oil - tanker company that

grew from a non-descript, medium-sized player into the world’s largest oil-tanker fleet. John

Fredriksen, the CEO of Frontline, recognized a new “opening” on the horizon, and played the

opening well. For decades, owning oil-tanker freighters was a bad business. With more oil

tankers on the sea than oil companies needed, oil tanker owners had to put up with weak

bargaining positions and margins. In the 1990s, however, CEO of Frontline, John Fredriksen saw that the world of tankers

was about to experience a shift. He predicted that many of the tankers built in the 1970s would soon wear out, and that oil

companies would start looking for environmentally safer shipping options. That meant the tanker supply was about to shrink

and this shrinking would shift power away from the oil companies and toward tanker owners. So when common industry

wisdom was to avoid the tanker business, Fredriksen began buying  tankers, focusing particularly on buying more expensive

but environmentally friendly double-hull tankers. He also  focused on the “spot market”, the market for shipping oil on short

notice, which had two advantages: it offered higher margins, and it gave Frontline the flexibility to raise prices in step with

the market.

When, in 1999, an aging tanker spilled 70,000 barrels of fuel oil off the coast of Brittany and headlines warning of a major

ecological threat drew public attention to the risks that single-hull tankers posed to the environment, the battle-ground had

shifted and Fredriksen’s prediction came true. Big oil companies frenzied to avoid such environmental, economic, and

public-relations disasters, and began looking for double-hull ships to ship their product. The result: they increasingly found

themselves negotiating with Fredriksen. Today, Frontline commands nearly 25 percent of the world’s supertanker spot

market. This means that if you want to ship oil quickly, there is a one in four chance you will ship it with Frontline. With such

bargaining leverage, Frontline effectively turned the tables on oil companies and became more than twice as profitable as its

competitors while grow-ing nearly twice as rapidly: in the ten years ending in 2005, Frontline grew revenue at 55% per year

versus 15% for its peers; it now commands 50% cash profit margins while its peers produce just 20%.  The company

Fredriksen bought for $55 million in 1996 is today worth more than $2.5 billion.

By identifying when and how your market will evolve, you can establish a defensive position and wait for your competition to

realize that the future has already changed.

Move early to the next battleground
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Wal-Mart’s success also sprung from a simple initial tactic: identifying the next battleground, setting up a stronghold there,

and waiting for the competition. While large retailers such as Sears, JC Penny, and Kmart positioned stores only in large city

and town centers, Walmart took the opposite approach: it focused on smaller towns, in part to avoid  direct competition,

and in part because it believed the battleground would shift, moving toward small towns

and suburbs as consumers began migrating to suburban neighborhoods and subsequently

preferred suburban to city-center retail stores. When leading retailers faced with

declining sales in their key locations followed customers into these smaller markets, they

encountered an unexpectedly strong competitor. Walmart had been waiting for them, fortified with a strong brand and an

efficient distribution system.

Ask yourself the following question to see if you can identify a future market.

What do you see coming next in your industry?

Where is the next battleground?

What are you doing now to prepare for it and how can you use this preparation to dominate your competitors?



By partnering with a player your competitors classify as out-side your market, you can catch your competition off guard.

Of the 100 companies I studied, 21% cited using this move, including the largest motorcycle company in the world, one

that you might never have heard of: India’s Hero Honda.

Even though it produces more than 3 million bikes a year, including

the world’s most popular motorcycle, the Splendor, Hero Honda

remains relatively unknown in the Western world. Equally unnoticed

is the fact that the company owes its success to an unlikely pairing

of two distant enemies: a motor company and a bicycle distributor.

When Honda finally had a chance to begin selling motorcycles in

India – after the Indian government allowed foreign companies to

enter the country through minority joint ventures with local companies – the logical choice for a partner would have

been a company with experience building motors, assembling motorcycles or scooters, and with a network established

to sell them. After all, there were many well-suited local partners to choose from, as several domestic motor-scooter

companies had enjoyed a near-monopoly for decades and had established themselves under India’s protective laws.

Honda could easily plug its brand and motor design expertise into such a partner.

But while Honda’s competition partnered primarily with motor companies to create TVS Suzuki, Bajaj Kawasaki, and

other joint ventures, Honda opted instead to align with a family-owned bicycle firm. Founded by two brothers in the

1950s, Hero had built a network of independent bicycle dealers and had established one of India’s leading bicycle

brands. While it did not hit the top of Honda’s potential partner list initially, Hero intrigued Honda by two factors. First,

Hero had already begun adopting just-in-time inventory practices pioneered by Honda and other Japanese

manufacturers. Second, it had blanketed India with a large network of independent bicycle dealers, and had organized

hundreds of suppliers who delivered just in time. By part-nering with Hero, Honda could potentially convert bicycle

dealers into motorcycle dealers and could source materials through Hero’s vast distributor network. While its

competition preferred to run their own dealerships, Hero Honda used Hero’s experience managing independent dealers

to establish a powerful network of 5,000 outlets.

The innovative strategies needed to build a bicycle business proved an ideal complement to Honda’s motor design and

manufacturing capabilities. Hero Honda was able to launch several innovations in the coming years that established its

dominance, such as being the first to introduce a four-stroke engine in India, which dramatically increases fuel efficiency

and reduces maintenance costs, making Hero’s motorcycles attractive options for price-sensitive Indian riders. Had the

company partnered with a “nearby” enemy, it might have remained in a crowded pack of good motor-cycle companies

including Suzuki and Yamaha. Instead, by partnering with a distant enemy, Honda became outstanding at its game.
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Ally with a partner outside your market

Ask yourself these questions to see if you can find a new ally or a new enemy.

What market do we want to enter and who already seemingly “owns” that market?

Is there an out-of-state or overseas company that can complement our future endeavors?

Is there a local competitor that we can buy out or overtake?

Is there something our local competitor is doing that we can do better?



By identifying critical pinch points in supply, you can restrict your competitors’ access to resources, thereby preempting

their ability to resist your expansion. 17% of the companies I studied used this move. When Apple launches new products,

for example, it depends as heavily on this tactic as it does on its products’ design.

Take the case of the iPod. While a sequence of creative decisions contributed to  iPod’s

success, Apple would have fallen at the starting gates were it not for a creative first step

that usually goes unnoticed. When Apple launched its firstiPod, it signed an exclusive

agreement with Toshiba which prevented competitors from following quickly.

If you think about it, the iPod is essentially built of two key components: a hard- drive and a beautiful box. Before the iPod,

hard drives were simply too large to fit in an ap-pealing box. But Toshiba had recently developed a revolutionary new hard

drive that would allow Apple to introduce an MP3 player that approximated the size of flash-memory-based players but held

ten times the number of songs. That allowed Apple to make its move: it purchased Toshiba’s entire inventory of these new

hard drives to prevent competitors like Sony from following too closely. By locking up Toshiba’s supply, at least temporarily,

Apple made it impossible for competitors to match the iPod’s performance.

Under different circumstances, Sony could have simply released a copy-cat product branded “Walkman” and diverted

millions of Walkman buyers from the iPod. But even if Sony had wanted to act, it could not have. This gave Apple a period of

protection of several months, which, in the consumer-electronics market, can make a world of difference. By the time

competitors could get their hands on Toshiba’s new hard drives, iPod had imprinted itself in the minds of consumers.
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Lock up resources

But perhaps the most interesting application of this strategy involved Minnetonka, the maker of Softsoap. The small company

realized that if its new Softsoap products were successful, more powerful consumer goods companies such as Procter &

Gamble and Colgate-Palmolive would quickly introduce their own liquid-soap products and leverage their marketing and

distribution muscle to overtake Minnetonka. So the company signed large, long-term contracts with the manufacturers of the

pumps that were needed to produce liquid-soap products. By locking up a large share of the pump supply, Minnetonka

hindered P&G’s and Colgate-Palmolive’s attempts to follow with competing

products (because these companies could not manufacture enough pumps). This

strategy afforded Minnetonka sufficient time to establish a defensible position.

While most small companies that go head to head with P&G and Colgate-

Palmolive fail, Minnetonka survived by targeting its enemy’s source of power,

rather than attacking directly.

Ask yourself the following question to see if you can apply this strategy to your company.

Can I control the supply of a product, solution or information in order to own a particular niche of my market?



By using one business to provide cover for another, you can utilize a well-established principle of conflict: forcing your

competitor into a two-front battle that enhances your chances of winning. 16% of the companies I studied cited using this

move, among them such success stories as Virgin Airways, Starbucks and, again, Google.

The siege of British Airways by Virgin is another well-known example of this opening

play at work. By 1984, numerous start-up airlines had failed in their attempts to

challenge British Airways in the U.K. British Airways held near-monopolistic power

that seemed to make competition futile. So when the Virgin Group launched Virgin

Atlantic, most industry experts were incredulous. There were nu-merous disadvantages.

It had less money, capacity, political clout, and experience, and it had no control of the reservation system. But it had

something that other direct competitors of British Airways didn’t have: it had already developed a strong brand in the

music industry. Not only would British Airways have to deal with Virgin Atlantic, but it also would have to deal with Virgin

Records. Each record Virgin Records sold helped win over passengers for Virgin Atlantic.

Virgin further complicated British Airways’ position by expanding into the radio, television, and hotel businesses. British

Airways, under attack from disparate directions, was unable to dispose of Virgin Atlantic with the ease it had put other

start-up airlines out of business. In just five years Virgin Atlantic grew to £10 million in profits. And just five years later it

expanded into Asia and Australia. Virgin learned that using one business to protect another rarely drains resources.

Usually both businesses benefit. Its relatively loose conglomeration of

companies provides any individual company an enviable stock of  internal

“allies” from which to borrow support. Just as you cannot compete with just

one Starbucks in one neighborhood but must also contend with other

Starbucks in other neighborhoods, you cannot compete with just one Virgin

company but must simultaneously manage sister firms battling you from entirely different industries. Battling Virgin requires

fighting on multiple fronts.
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Ask yourself this question today:

Is there a platform from one of my product “A” that would help me create a product “B” or give my product “C” an advantage?

Attack from two fronts



By creating a new entity you can disrupt competitive dynamics in your favor. Because your competition is often thinking

only about current industry players, while ignoring possible new ones, this strategy may take your competition by surprise.

Of the companies I studied, 13% grew by applying this move.

Introducing a new piece to the game board can some-times change the way a

whole industry works. In the early 1980s, the Coca-Cola Company was struggling

against its historical arch rival Pepsi. By 1985, for the first time in history, Pepsi-

Cola commanded a larger share of the U.S. soft drink market than Coca-Cola.

One of Coca-Cola’s challenges was that Pepsi’s distribution model was different

and, for a key customer segment, superior. Pepsi used a centralized bottling

system that served large regional grocery chains better that Coca-Cola’s web of

small local bottlers. After unsuccessfully trying to take over and consolidate

small independent bottlers, Coca-Cola realized that playing the existing pieces

on its game board was not enough. So in 1986, it added a new player to the

board: independent bottling subsidiary Coca-Cola Enterprises (CCE). CCE was

not an extension of Coca-Cola. It was a brand-new independent company, with

51% of its shares sold to the public. But it became Coca-Cola’s “anchor” bottler,

through the purchase of a string of bottlers and their consolidation into a regional

network. This enabled it to compete effectively with Pepsi for regional grocery chain customers, while also achieving

significant cost savings by renegotiating superior terms with suppliers and retailers, merging purchasing, and cutting its

workforce by 20 percent. By creating something new from nothing, Coca-Cola helped reverse the trend of its eroding

market share and regained dominance of the cola market. Twelve years later, Pepsi copied the tactic with the creation of a

separate bottling operation company called the Pepsi Bottling Group (PBG).

Possibly the best example is that of Boeing and the U.S. Postal Service. After World War I, Boeing was struggling to fill

its high war-time capacity. The U.S. Postal Service was about to award a contract to deliver its airmail. Boeing wanted

to make sure that whoever won that contract bought its planes from

Boeing and not from its rival, Douglas. So Boeing decided to add a new

player to the game, one that would be completely loyal to Boeing.

And it created an airline, which later became United Airlines. When

United won the U.S. Postal Services’ contract, it purchased planes

from Boeing. In this way the company outmaneuvered Douglas and

achieved dominance in the aircraft industry.
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Introduce a new piece to the game board

So, ask yourself these questions to see if you can find a new category that you can own.

What category does my business fit in?

Is there a way to blend two or more categories to offer something new?

Do I see a demand and a market that isn’t being served, and if so, how can I create a new category and get a competitive edge?
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A company’s strength is less a function of the assets it owns than of the elements that it can call into formation. By or-

ganizing independent players into a coordinated front you can simulate greater power with less  investment. 13% of the

companies I analyzed applied this move. Wikipedia and open source software are examples of this principle at work.

This pattern of competition – coordinating individual elements – has actually  exposed Microsoft to another threat: open-

source software. The advantages of open-source soft-ware parallel the advantages of Wikipedia closely. Open-source

software allows open communities of programmers to access, edit, and use

software for free. In return, users agree to make their work – from debugging

work to entirely new utilities –available to the community for free. This

arrangement cuts down development time considerably and multiplies

the library of software available to developers by giving them access to a

vast community of contributors. While experts believe open-source

software is unlikely to oust Microsoft from its position atop the software

industry because of the company’s impressive installed base, it has been

steadily gaining market share. Ironically, Microsoft pursues the same tactic

of coordinating the parts into a stronger whole, but it uses company-owned assets rather than adversaries in a coalition.

The company coordinates its products so that they support each other, by bundling its software products and ensuring

that they are compatible with each other to create a more valuable network of products.

Similarly, in 1998, a group of handset makers that in-cluded Nokia, Ericsson, and Motorola teamed up to create a new

company, Symbian. Over the years, they had seen what Microsoft did to IBM — take control of a key lucrative component

(the operating system)— and did not want their handsets to suffer the same

fate. If Microsoft were to dominate the cell-phone operating-system market

as it does the market for computer-operating systems, handsets would

become commodities with little more margin than personal-computer

clones. Individually, none of the companies in the Symbian alliance has

the cash or software competency to compete with Microsoft. But by

coordinating their efforts, they have been able to capture a 75 percent

market share of handset software, effectively containing Microsoft’s

inroads into that market.

Coordinate the uncoordinated

Many successful companies have used this strategy, so ask yourself the questions below to see how you can apply this

approach.

Who am I coordinating?

Who needs to be coordinated?

How could coordinating these groups help me create something new?



Embracing what others abandon is not only about getting hold of proprietary

technologies or physical assets. Southwest Airlines is a prime example of

finding a jewel among the discarded by resuscitating an abandoned business

model. While the largest airlines had long-since switched to the hub-and-

spoke system that helped them ensure higher utilization – that is, more

consistently full planes – Southwest shook up the industry by reintroducing

the old point-to-point model. As is now well known, adopting this model was

one of the many choices Southwest made to differentiate its business. But it was one of the most difficult for its competitors

to copy, because they had invested heavily in hubs. As a result, Southwest enjoyed a long period of differentiation.

Incumbents tried to copy its strategy, but they could not break away from their “new” way of doing business. Ironically, at

the core of Southwest’s innovation, was the decision to return to the past.

For instance, let’s take the hype around user-generated content. and

are stocked with cool-sounding schemes in which companies leverage the power of consumers to generate

content and give input into R&D. And it seems like all venture capitalists and investors can talk about is the holy grail of

information consumer based knowledge. Indeed, over the past five years much of the innovation debate has shifted to

“open innovation” and “innovation networks.” These buzz words drive us to want to open our shops and collaborate with

users. Now, I’m not saying that open innovation is bad. But I am saying that following it blindly cannot be good. For

advantage comes not by doing the NEW thing; it comes only from doing something DIFFERENT. And if everyone is doing

the new thing, following them gives you no advantage.

PetMD’s strategy of offering commissioned content written by expert veterinarians. You see, your competitors are like sheep.

They follow each other around, each looking for the next new thing, each adopting the latest fad, technology or approach.

But what most people don’t realize is that sometimes the best approaches have already been abandoned. If your adversaries

have abandoned it and only you use it, then you can convert this uniqueness into power.

So PetMD’s decision to resist the herd, resist the temptation to fill its

content with user-generated articles, is classic outthinker behavior. This

pattern of embracing what others abandon has triggered the success of

innumerable innovative companies including Research in Motion and

Hindustan Unilever. Instead of following the pack of Wikipedia users,

PetMD is sticking with diligent research, study and analysis developed by

experts. This might cost more in the short run, but the reliability of

information will pay off in the end with increased user loyalty and trust.

I can say that it has crafted a potentially disruptive strategy, and has

devised an approach that competitors seem unwilling to copy.

Harvard Business Review, BusinessWeek, McKinsey

Quarterly
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Embrace what others abandon

Ask yourself the following questions to see how you can apply this strategy today.

What has my competition abandoned?

What would happen if I adopted this forgotten technology, idea or process?
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